
S T Y L E F E E D A R C H I V E S A B O U T C O N TAC T

Okay, okay we know this sounds crazy, but don’t all the best ideas “sound crazy” at first. Let us reassure you

that you won’t be alone in trying this challenge. Designers like Sam Edelman, Calvin Klein and Céline have

experimented with this idea before. Céline has even mismatched shoes more than once, in both its Spring

2017 and 2018 RTW runway shows.



From left: Calvin Klein Fall 2017 RTW; Image: vogue.com. Céline Spring 2017 RTW; Image: Céline ad campaign. Céline Spring 2018 RTW; Image:

vogue.com

This look will make a statement, no doubt about it. Whether it’s a good statement or a bad one, all depends

on the shoes you select and how you style them. We think wearing mismatched shoes is a fun challenge but it

can easily take you out of your comfort zone.

Pros

Best for rule breakers.

It can emphasize your outfit.

Can’t decide between the same shoe in 2 di�erent

colors, now you have a reason to buy them both.

It will make a statement.

Cons

Not everyone will know your mismatch is intentional.

Advantages

Make sure you move forward confidently with your mismatched decision, if you don’t, you may find yourself

second-guessing your outfit midway through the day, and no one wants that!  So how do you make a



confident mismatch? You make sure your shoes emphasize your outfit rather than take away from it, with

carefully thought out choices:

Use your shoe colors to emphasize colors in your outfit. Make sure your shoe colors match back

to your outfit in some way, keep everything cohesive.

Keep the same shoe style but choose di�erent colors, or match a solid with a pattern. Make sure

the patterned shoe includes the color of your solid shoe.

If your shoe styles are di�erent keep the disparity simple, e.g., heel shape, strap colors or

embellishments.

Other Advantages:

You can get dressed in the dark, no problem.

Now if you can’t decide between the same shoe in 2 di�erent colors, you have an excuse to buy

them both! Then mix and match.

Mix a solid with a pattern. Zara printed heel court shoes mismatched

with Zara Fuchsia high heel court shoes.

Mismatch di�erent shapes. Chiko Kadin geometry block heel

sandals.

Things To Consider

Not everyone will know your mismatch is intentional, especially those who do not partake in fashion. Having

odd shoes can be a finicky trend and if your shoes look too di�erent it may look accidental. Remember, your

shoes should be the same style for comfortability sake and when it comes to footwear, comfortability is key. If

heel heights are not identical, it may produce some serious wobbling while walking and you’ll be forced to

change into something more comfortable.




